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1. ADDICTIONS
2. FAMILY
3. EDUCATION
4. HEATLH
5. ECONOMY
6. CRIME
7. GOVERNMENT
8. FAITH & VALUES
9. PUBLIC SAFETY

-WEATHER



There follows a list of some of the significant issues responded to by, WKLU-FM, Brownsburg/Indianapolis, Indiana, along with significant programming 
treatment of those issues for the period of June 1- September 30, 2018.  The listing is by no means exhaustive.  The order in which the issue appear does not 
reflect any priority or significance.  All time are Pacific Time zones.

Government Local Closer 
Look

7/8
8/12

7:30 pm 20 minutes Focuses in on the opioid epidemic in the state of Indiana.  He informs the community of 
the importance of working together to combat the issue.  He also talks about programs 
designed to reduce gun violence among teens and gives information about the mobile 
unit that goes into the field to give communities the opportunity to talk about their 
concerns. Curtis concludes with his thoughts on organizations that want to help being 
clear on their objectives if they want to make a real difference in their communities and 
briefly talks about his plans to keep the issue in front of legislation. Guest: Curtis T. Hill, 
Attorney General, Indiana.

Health Local Closer 
Look

7/1
8/5

7:30 pm 20 minutes Health Diseases/Hospitals- The in ins and outs of the blood center, how it works and who 
benefits from giving blood. Points covered: Background; mission; areas blood center 
covers-Brownsburg, Elwood, Greencastle IN; recent blood donations history; Indianapolis 
locations-brick and mortar and mobile units; who runs center-volunteers; types of blood 
donations; age to give blood; prepping for donations in ins and outs of the blood center, 
how it works and who benefits from giving blood. Points covered: Background; mission; 
areas blood center covers-Brownsburg, Elwood, Greencastle IN; recent blood donations 
history; Indianapolis locations-brick and mortar and mobile units; who runs center-
volunteers; types of blood donations; age to give blood; prepping for donating blood; 
safety in giving blood; who benefits; process of typical blood donation; who can't really 
donate; effects of giving blood-eating after giving; Frequency of giving; community 
outreach-churches, schools-education; Indiana Blood Center contact information. blood; 
safety in giving blood; who benefits; process of typical blood donation; who can't really 
donate; effects of giving blood-eating after giving; Frequency of giving; community 
outreach-churches, schools-education. Guest: Indiana Blood Center-Blood Donations. 
Maria Keyler, Donor Marketing Program Manager.

Crime Local Closer 
Look

7/15
8/19

7:30 pm 20 minutes Violence/Crime/Police/Prisons- Indy Ten Point is an organization based in Indianapolis 
that is seeing success in reducing violence and gun violence in various neighborhoods.  
They have a boots-on-the-ground approach with very specific and defined efforts.  Faith 
plays a role as they reach out to those who are at risk. This effort is expanding into 
different areas of Indiana as well as over state lines into many areas of the 
country.  Guest: Rev Charles Harrison, President, Board of Indy Ten Point & Regional 
Director of the National Ten Point Coalition Indy.


